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In the late afternoon on August 30, 2016, a group of eight kayakers set off from the dock at
West 44th Street in New York City for a guided tour along the Hudson River. The intended route was
south along the waterfront of midtown Manhattan, then southwest down the river. As the tour passed
the New York Waterways ferry piers at West 39th Street, a commercial passenger ferry backed out
of its berth, then turned west to head toward New Jersey. The kayak tour guide attempted to signal
the ferry captain by waiving his arms, but the captain later told investigators that because of the glare
of the setting sun he did not see the paddlers in time to avoid colliding with them. Three kayakers,
including the guide, were injured in the collision—two of them seriously. The ferry captain alerted
authorities and used his vessel and crew to help rescue the kayakers. New York Waterways did not
learn until several hours later that all kayakers had been rescued and accounted for.

Screen capture from video camera on the bow of New York Waterways ferry, moments before the
collision with kayakers. Note sun glare in upper right. (Image provided by US Coast Guard)

The New York City accident illustrates the dangers of recreational and commercial vessels
operating on shared waterways, and several stakeholders had previously discussed with the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) their concerns rising from an increase in encounters between
these types of vessels. Given the number of encounters currently observed between commercial and
recreational vessels, the predicted increase in the number of such encounters, and feedback from
marine industry representatives, the NTSB sought to better understand the scope of the issue and
determine the extent to which the safety of our nation’s waterways is impacted. This report provides
the NTSB’s findings as well as recommendations to improve shared waterway safety.
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The Marine Transportation System
America’s Marine Transportation System (MTS)—the waterborne element of the National
Transportation System—consists of navigable ocean, coastal, and inland waterways.1 Although
these waterways are essential to our economy, they face competing demands. Each year, the MTS
serves approximately 115 million ferry passengers, 32.3 million recreational boating households,
and 11 million cruise ship passengers, as well as sightseers, dinner cruisers, eco-tourists, whale
watchers, and other waterway users.2 In addition, more than 2 billion tons of cargo are transported
by commercial vessels on America’s waterways.3

Ports, rivers, and lakes of the Marine Transportation System. (Map adapted from National Strategy
for the Marine Transportation System: A Framework for Action; background by d-maps.com)
1
Navigable waters are defined in Title 33 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 2.36 as: (a) the territorial seas of
the United States, (b) the internal waters of the United States subject to tidal influence, and (c) the internal waters of
the United States not subject to tidal influence that: (i) are or have been used, or are or have been susceptible for use,
by themselves or in connection with other waters, as highways for substantial interstate or foreign commerce,
notwithstanding natural or man-made obstructions that require portage, or (ii) a governmental or nongovernmental
body, having expertise in waterway improvement, determines to be capable of improvement at a reasonable cost (a
favorable balance between cost and need) to provide, by themselves or in connection with other waters, as highways
for substantial interstate or foreign commerce.
2
Information originally obtained from the Committee on Marine Transportation System, MTS Fact Sheet,
www.cmts.gov/downloads/CMTS_MTS_Fact_Sheet_9.15.14_FINAL.pdf, accessed September 28, 2016, with data
updated from the following: (a) ferry passengers – Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2014 Highlights of Ferry
Operations in the United States (Washington, DC: US Department of Transportation, 2016), page 1; (b) recreational
boating households – Coast Guard, 2012 National Recreational Boating Survey (Washington, DC: US Department of
Homeland Security, 2013), page 32; (c) cruise ship passengers – Maritime Administration, 2011 North American
Cruise Statistical Snapshot (Washington, DC: US Department of Transportation, 2012), page 2.
3
Maritime Administration, 2011 US Water Transportation Statistical Snapshot (Washington, DC: US Department
of Transportation, 2013), page 1.
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In a 2008 report, the Committee on the Marine Transportation System (CMTS), a
cabinet-level committee representing a partnership of more than 25 federal agencies, stated that,
as a result of different types of vessels converging in increasing numbers on the same waterways,
“the MTS is at a crossroad.”4 The report addressed the escalating issue of shared waterways,
warning, “The expected increase of commercial and recreational vessel traffic … will place
burdens on waterway and port safety and security services, and raise the risk of accidents.”
The growth in both commercial and recreational vessel traffic on the MTS over the last
several decades can be attributed to a number of factors, including population growth, greater
demand for waterborne transportation of passengers and goods, growth in international trade, and
an increase in the availability and use of recreational vessels. Although the number of registered
recreational vessels has decreased over the last decade, the reduction is not reflective of the trend
in the total number of vessels on the waterways. In fact, the number of canoers, kayakers, and
standup paddleboarders (SUP) increased by 21.9 percent between 2008 and 2014 (see Appendix
A), with the vast majority of their vessels being unregistered.5 Consequently, the number of
interactions between these diverse vessels has risen, thereby increasing the safety risk, especially
where confined waterways limit the ability of vessels to maneuver safely.
The safety risk is exacerbated not only by the diversity of waterway users but also by
differences in their experience, marine knowledge, and boat-handling skills. Moreover, state
requirements vary considerably, and in some states, recreational vessel operators may not be
required to attend a boating safety course, obtain a license or certificate, be familiar with the
navigation rules (commonly called the “Rules of the Road”), or even demonstrate proficiency in
watercraft operation.6 Yet they can legally operate on any waterway regardless of the waterway’s
size, complexity, or traffic density. According to a Coast Guard estimate, only 28 percent of
motorized recreational vessel operators were required by state laws to complete a boating safety
course or pass an examination of boating safety knowledge in 2015.7
Adding additional risk, recreational vessel operators may not realize that their vessels’
small sizes and nonmetal construction materials make both visual and radar detection more
difficult. An officer in charge of the navigation watch on a large cargo or passenger ship positioned
4

(a) Chartered in 2005 and chaired by the Secretary of Transportation, the CMTS is responsible for assessing the
adequacy of the MTS, including ports, waterways, channels, and intermodal connections; promoting the integration
of the MTS with other modes of transportation and uses of the marine environment; and coordinating, improving
coordination, and making recommendations with regard to federal policies that impact the MTS. See www.cmts.gov
for more information. (b) “The MTS is at a crossroad” from the CMTS, National Strategy for the Marine
Transportation System: A Framework for Action (Washington, DC: US Department of Transportation, 2008), page 3.
5
Registered vessel information from the Coast Guard, 2015 Recreational Boating Statistics, Commandant
Publication P16754.29 (Washington, DC: US Department of Homeland Security, 2016). Canoe, kayak, and SUP
information from The Outdoor Foundation, 2009 Special Report on Paddlesports (Washington, DC: The Outdoor
Foundation, 2010) and 2015 Special Report on Paddlesports (Washington, DC: The Outdoor Foundation, 2016).
6
(a) National Association of State Boating Lay Administrators (NASBLA), Reference Guide to State Boating
Laws, www.nasbla.org/content.asp?contentid=321, accessed November 2, 2016. (b) Published by the Coast Guard,
the Navigation Rules and Regulations Handbook contains the relevant navigation rules and regulations applicable to
all vessels of the United States, or vessels navigating on waters subject to US jurisdiction, both inland and
international. Available in electronic format only, a copy can be accessed free of charge at www.navcen.uscg.gov
under the link “Nav Rules.”
7
US Coast Guard, National Recreational Boating Safety (RBS) Program 2017-2021 Strategic Plan
(Washington, DC: US Department of Homeland Security, 2016), page 9.
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100 feet or more above the water’s surface will be challenged to see from the bridge window or
detect by radar a paddleboard whose operator is maneuvering in close proximity to the larger
vessel. (Because most small vessels are constructed of materials such as fiberglass or other
composite materials, which either absorb or poorly reflect an electromagnetic wave, they may be
difficult to detect by a ship’s radar.) The risk of collision resulting from these potential interactions
can lead to injury or, worse, loss of life.
When NTSB staff met with marine industry representatives, the owner of a Chicago
waterway tour and taxi company provided accounts of multiple close encounters between his
vessels and recreational vessels on the Chicago River. Further, the owner described the risk posed
by the proliferation of motorized and
nonmotorized
watercraft
rentals
operating in the confined waterway. He
described the rental practices as
tantamount to renting out cars to people
who have never driven before and
sending them out on a crowded
interstate highway. Representatives of
the Passenger Vessel Association
(PVA) shared accounts from other
waterways within metropolitan areas
where waterborne events—such as
fireworks displays—or waterside
venues—such as outdoor amphitheaters—created environments where
recreational boaters, many of them
inexperienced, gathered in large
Chicago River. (Photo courtesy of Steve Dahlman)
numbers.
According to the Coast Guard, 4,158 recreational boating accidents were reported in 2015.
These accidents resulted in 626 deaths, 2,613 injuries, and approximately $42 million in property
damage.8 Compared to 2014, the number of accidents increased 2.3 percent, the number of deaths
increased 2.6 percent, and the number of injuries decreased 2.4 percent.
The Coast Guard identified the accident causes as:
 collisions with recreational vessels (990 accidents),
 collisions with fixed objects (470 accidents),
 flooding/swamping (449 accidents),
 groundings (350 accidents), and
 skier mishaps (301 accidents).

8
US Coast Guard, 2015 Recreational Boating Statistics, Commandant Publication P16754.29 (Washington, DC:
US Department of Homeland Security, 2016).
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Open motorboats accounted for the highest number of injuries and fatalities (1,661),
followed by personal watercraft (656), cabin motorboats (305), canoes and kayaks (230), and
pontoon boats (139). A comparison with Coast Guard recreational vessel accident data from
2011 showed similar trends.9
Coast Guard data show that 2011 witnessed 66 accidents between recreational and
commercial vessels, resulting in 2 deaths. In 2012, there were 56 such accidents and 4 deaths; in
2013, a total of 76 accidents and 7 deaths; in 2014, 51 accidents and 8 deaths, and in 2015, there
were 76 accidents resulting in 6 deaths (see Appendix B for additional data). These data suggest
that, although year-to-year fluctuations occur, the risk of interactions between commercial and
recreational vessels persists.
Waterways Management
Among its missions, the Coast Guard oversees waterway safety on the MTS via regulation,
enforcement (in collaboration with local marine law enforcement authorities), and safety
advocacy. In support of this mission, the Coast Guard also promotes and facilitates the activities
of harbor safety committees (HSCs). HSCs are local associations comprised of maritime
stakeholders who meet to discuss and develop local solutions to waterway safety issues. HSC
members typically include commercial and recreational vessel operators, kayak or paddling clubs,
terminal representatives, marine pilots, state and local authorities involved in port operations or
oversight, and other interested parties. Coast Guard personnel may serve as MTS liaisons to
regional and local authorities, port partners, and marine stakeholders, with the purpose of
maintaining open communication lines. HSCs from across the country meet biennially at a national
conference to discuss common safety issues.10
Vessel Oversight
Throughout the MTS, Coast Guard personnel enforce national laws and regulations as well
as international treaties that govern vessel construction, equipment, and operations. These laws,
regulations, and treaties include rules for stability and design; fire suppression, containment, and
detection systems; lifesaving equipment; the number and qualifications of crewmembers; safety
drill performance; and the reporting of deficiencies, among others. Operational and equipment
requirements generally increase with the size of the vessel and the complexity or risk associated
with its operation.

9

US Coast Guard, 2011 Recreational Boating Statistics, Commandant Publication P16754.25 (Washington, DC:
US Department of Homeland Security, 2011).
10
For details about the establishment and development of HSCs, see Coast Guard Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular
No. 1-00, Guidance for the establishment and development of Harbor Safety Committees under the Marine Transportation System
(MTS) Initiative, April 25, 2000, which can be accessed at www.uscg.mil/hq/cg5/nvic/2000s.asp.
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The Coast Guard is authorized to board vessels at any time on waters subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States to conduct inquiries, examinations, inspections, searches, seizures,
and arrests.11 In this role, the Coast Guard often works alongside local law enforcement agencies,
such as harbor police departments, municipal police departments, sheriff offices, and state police
departments to enforce applicable laws and regulations that promote the safe and shared use of the
waterways.12
Both the Coast Guard and local law
enforcement authorities regularly conduct
safety boardings on recreational boats―in
excess of 1.4 million boardings annually―to
verify compliance with safety standards.
Regulations and requirements vary from state to
state, but most regulations and requirements
address basic vessel outfitting, lifesaving
equipment, and, in some cases, minimum
boating safety training.13
Mariner Oversight
Most domestic commercial vessel operators are required to obtain Coast Guard-issued
merchant marine credentials for which they must demonstrate knowledge, skills, and competencies
gained through education and experience. In addition, mariners operating internationally are
subject to International Maritime Organization standards that govern knowledge, skills, and
training, among other requirements.
In contrast, very few operators of nonmotorized recreational vessels are required to be
licensed or demonstrate knowledge of the navigation rules, and many operators of motorized
recreational vessels are exempt from these requirements as well. Some states require operators of
motorized vessels to receive some form of boating safety education, but these requirements may
not apply to recreational vessel rental operators or bareboat charterers.14 The content of boating
education courses, conducted through the states, the United States Coast Guard Auxiliary, the
United States Power Squadrons, the BoatU.S. Foundation, or other private organizations, varies
among the states, and courses are generally only required to be completed once. Some include
information on the navigation rules and other relevant information for operating on the MTS. Many
11

Waters subject to the jurisdiction of the United States are defined in Title 33 CFR 2.38 to be the following waters: (a)
navigable waters of the United States, as defined in Title 33 CFR 2.36 (see footnote 1); (b) waters that are located on lands for
which the United States has acquired title or controls; or (c) waters made subject to the jurisdiction of the United States by operation
of international agreements and statutes.
12
Title 14 United States Code 89 outlines the role of the Coast Guard.
13
For a listing of each state’s boating laws, visit NASBLA’s website at www.nasbla.org and select the link
“Resources,” then “State Boating Laws.”
14
Bareboat charter agreements have traditionally been used in the marine industry as a mechanism to allow
charterers the ability to assume complete operational control of a vessel, including providing the crew. Adapted from
Coast Guard Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular No. 7-94, Guidance on the Passenger Vessel Safety Act of
1993, COMDTPUB P16700.4 (Washington, DC: US Department of Homeland Security, 1994).
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states that have enacted boating educational requirements exempt boaters approved to operate
before the requirements took effect.
To address the lack of common education and proficiency standards across the states, in
2004, the National Boating Safety Advisory Council (NBSAC) recommended that the Coast Guard
seek statutory authority to require recreational boat operators on waters subject to jurisdiction of
the United States to possess a certificate showing completion of an instructional course or an
equivalent that meets the standards of the National Association of State Boating Law
Administrators (NASBLA).15 This recommendation was updated in 2007, with NBSAC advising
the “Coast Guard [to] continue efforts to seek authority to require boat operators to possess proof
of having completed an education course … [and] assemble a task force to develop a draft of the
minimum proposed mandatory education requirements prior to legislative authorization.”16
After a decade of working with the US Congress, the Coast Guard has not been able to
obtain the authority to require boater safety education, and the Coast Guard believes that further
efforts would likely not be successful. Therefore, at its spring 2016 meeting, NBSAC
representatives modified the resolution a second time, advising the Coast Guard to—
Redirect its efforts from seeking federal statutory authority related to recreational
boat operator education in response to previous resolutions by this Council and,
instead, focus effort toward actively supporting state initiatives aimed at
implementing boating safety education laws, such as those based upon the
NASBLA Model Act for Mandatory Boating Safety Education, assisting in the
resolution of import issues such as reciprocity among the states, and implementing
those critical changes to the reporting of boating casualties as previously
recommended by this Council.17
Federal Recreational Boating Safety Initiatives
a. Legislation
The US Congress enacted the Motorboat Act of 1910 (Public Law 61-201), the Motorboat
Safety Act of 1940 (Public Law 76-484), and the Federal Boating Act of 1958 (Public Law 85-911)
to promote safety in recreational boating. Those original laws primarily imposed basic operational
requirements related to firefighting equipment, vessel navigational lighting, and vessel numbering,
but they did not address the design, construction, or operation of recreational boats or their
propulsion systems.

15
(a) NBSAC is a federal advisory committee to the Coast Guard comprised of recreational boating stakeholders, including
members of national recreational boating organizations, state boating officials, and the public. (b) NASBLA is an organization
that brings each of the state recreational boating safety agencies together for the purposes of coordination, development, and
implementation of policy relating to boating safety. (c) See Appendix C for NASBLA boating education standards.
16
NBSAC Resolution 2007-80-02.
17
NBSAC Resolution 2016-95-02.
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The Federal Boat Safety Act of 1971 (Public Law 92-75) established the National
Recreational Boating Safety Program and provided the Coast Guard with the authority to
participate, together with local marine law enforcement authorities, in the safety oversight of
recreational boating. It also encouraged the participation of the states, the boating industry, and the
boating public in developing more comprehensive boating safety programs. Among its provisions,
the Act:


established NBSAC as a federal advisory group to consult with and advise the Coast Guard
on recreational boating regulations and other major boating safety matters;



established minimum safety standards for recreational vessels and associated equipment,
including:
1. developing manufacturing standards governing the construction and performance
of recreational boats, including safe loading, maximum powering, and
emergency flotation, and
2. creating a hull identification number system; and



encouraged greater state participation and uniformity in boating regulations among the
states and federal government.

In 1983, Public Law 98-89 revised and consolidated boating safety and other shipping laws
under Title 46 United States Code (USC). This legislation authorized the Coast Guard to carry out
the National Recreational Boating Safety Program, which is in place today.18 The Coast Guard’s
recreational vessel activities use “an appropriate combination of educational outreach initiatives,
regulation, and, where appropriate, enforcement” to promote a safe, secure, and enjoyable public
recreational boating experience.19 Through the 1998 Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century
(Public Law 105-178), the Sportfishing and Recreational Boating Safety Amendments Act of 2005
(Public Law 109-74), and the 2015 Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Safety Act (Public
Law 114-94), the Coast Guard receives $7.7 million annually to carry out the National
Recreational Boating Safety Program. Title 46 USC 13104 also mandates that funds be allocated
to state boating safety programs annually ($111.3 million in fiscal year 2016), of which up to
5 percent can be allocated to programs sponsored by nonprofit public service organizations at the
national level.20
b. Coast Guard and Stakeholder Actions
The Coast Guard has established a cooperative agreement with NASBLA to enhance
recreational boating safety. Through the provision of grants and other cooperative efforts, the
agency, along with its volunteer force in the United States Coast Guard Auxiliary, has also
18

Title 46 USC 13102.
For details about the Strategic Plan of the National Recreational Boating Safety Program, 2012 to 2016, visit
www.uscgboating.org and select the link “About,” then “Strategic Plan.”
20
Grant information from Chief, US Coast Guard Boating Safety Division, e-mail message to the NTSB,
October 26, 2016.
19
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established working relationships with other boating safety organizations such as the United States
Power Squadrons, the National Safe Boating Council, the National Water Safety Congress
(NWSC), the National Marine Manufacturers Association, the BoatU.S. Foundation, and others
involved in the boating safety education effort.21
In 1992, the NBSAC first addressed safety issues regarding commercial and recreational
vessels sharing the same waterways when it issued a formal recommendation to the Coast Guard
to develop a plan that could incorporate the needs of all waterways users and balance the
sometimes competing demands. In response, the Coast Guard provided a grant to the NWSC to
develop the plan. On October 1, 1996, the NWSC completed its work, and on July 24, 1997, the
Coast Guard distributed A Guide to Multiple Use Waterway Management to its units and personnel
involved in boating safety, waterway management, and planning.
The initial guidance suggested a basic six-step process that emphasized the importance of
a comprehensive and systematic waterway research and analysis program. At the time of its
publication, the guide reported “the public demand for space on the water has never been greater.”
In 2004, the NWSC, in partnership with
NASBLA, revised the first Guide, issuing a second
edition of the guidance that remains in effect
today.22 The revisions reflected “the evolution in
experience with multiple use waterway issues and
management strategies over time.” According to
both the NWSC and the NASBLA, neither
organization has sought additional grants since then
to determine if changes in waterway use necessitate
a further update to the guidance. Moreover, the
Coast Guard informed NASBLA that, according to
statute, grants from the Coast Guard could no
longer be used for waterways management activity
that was not specifically designated for recreational
boating safety initiatives, and it was determined that
not all waterways management activities were part
of recreational boating safety. As a result, the
NASBLA Waterways Management Committee, a
working group established to specifically address
waterways risks, was dissolved in 2010.
NASBLA’s promotion and support of waterway
safety have continued in other activities.

21

The NWSC is a nongovernmental international organization that promotes recreational water and boating
safety. The NWSC was organized in 1951, originally in response to growing concerns related to deaths in waters of
the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers.
22
The second edition of the guide can be accessed online at www.watersafetycongress.org/Guide.
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c. Previous NTSB Action
In 1967, the NTSB first addressed recreational boating safety when the agency recognized that
an increase in recreational boating was accompanied by a rise in accident, death, and injury rates.
Among other issues, the NTSB monitored the status of boater education and operator licensing
requirements. In 1969, the NTSB completed its first safety study on these issues and published
Recreational Boat Accidents, Boating Safety Programs, and Preventive Recommendations.23 As a
result of the study, the NTSB issued 23 safety recommendations to the Coast Guard, the states, and the
recreational boating industry. Since then, the NTSB has conducted several studies and issued
40 additional safety recommendations to improve recreational boating safety, including:
1983 – Recreational Boating Safety and Alcohol study focused on alcohol use in boating,
resulting in 9 new recommendations24
1986 – Three additional recommendations based on the 1983 study and an assessment of
boating accident reports25
1988 – Progress of State Laws on Alcohol Use in Recreational Boating study,
reviewing 12 alcohol-related boating accidents to support 1983 study recommendations26
1993 – Recreational Boating Safety study, resulting in 16 new recommendations27
1998 – Personal Watercraft Safety study, resulting in 7 new recommendations28
2014 – Special Investigation Report on Parasailing Safety, resulting in 6 new
recommendations.29
Safety Recommendation M-93-1, from the 1993 study, specifically recommended that each
state “implement minimum recreational boating safety standards to reduce the number and severity
of accidents; consider requirements such as mandatory use of personal flotation devices for
children, demonstration of operator knowledge of safe boating rules and skills, and operator
licensing.” Thirty-four states, territories, and the District of Columbia responded to the
recommendation with actions that the NTSB classified “Closed—Acceptable Action.” Seven
states responded with actions that the NTSB classified “Closed—Acceptable Alternate Action.”
By contrast, 12 states’ responses were closed in 2013 and classified “Closed―Unacceptable Action.”
Only one of these states, California, has since enacted boating safety education requirements.
23

NTSB, Recreational Boat Accidents, Boating Safety Programs, and Preventive Recommendations
(Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety Board, 1969).
24
NTSB, Recreational Boating Safety and Alcohol, NTS/SS-83/02 (Washington, DC: National Transportation
Safety Board, 1983).
25
NTSB, Safety Recommendation M-86-32/100/101, 1986.
26
NTSB, Progress of State Laws on Alcohol Use in Recreational Boating, NTS/SS-88/01 (Washington, DC:
National Transportation Safety Board, 1988).
27
NTSB, Recreational Boating Safety, NTS/SS-93/01 (Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety Board,
1993).
28
NTSB, Personal Watercraft Safety, NTS/SS-98/01 (Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety Board,
1998).
29
NTSB, Parasailing Safety, NTSB/SIR-14/02 (Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety Board, 2014).
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The Investigation
In examining shared waterway safety, NTSB investigators reviewed relevant literature,
examined recent Coast Guard data on collisions between recreational and commercial vessels, and
visited major ports—Chicago, Illinois; San Diego, Los Angeles/Long Beach, and San Francisco
California; and Portland, Oregon—where they interviewed various waterway users. Additionally,
investigators explored the shared waterways safety issue with stakeholders in Memphis and
Nashville, Tennessee, and Louisville, Kentucky. NTSB investigators also met with Coast Guard
representatives directly tasked with waterways management and accident prevention, along with
Coast Guard headquarters personnel involved in policy development regarding recreational vessel
and MTS oversight.
During the port visits, NTSB investigators observed sightseeing tours from the
wheelhouses of commercial vessels in Chicago, San Diego, and San Francisco to discern firsthand
the nature and severity of commercial and recreational vessel interactions and to obtain operators’
views regarding the extent of the perceived safety hazards they encounter. Vessel observations
were conducted at peak times when vessel traffic was considered to be the highest: in Chicago on
Labor Day weekend and in San Diego and San Francisco on weekends in early fall. In addition to
sightseeing vessels, investigators rode aboard a pilot vessel in the port of Long Beach and aboard
a San Diego Harbor Police boat escorting a large passenger vessel.
The NTSB examined issues on the MTS only; the agency did not study issues on state,
private, or other waterways. In general, few commercial vessels operate in those waters or, in cases
where they do, the types of vessels that operate there and the geography of the waterways provide
them sufficient room to avoid collisions.
Investigation Results
Despite the fact that each port was unique in its geographic features, vessel operations, and
growth in traffic, the results of the visits, stakeholder interviews, and observation rides were
similar, with the exception of Chicago. Both commercial and recreational vessel operators in each
port stressed the need for recreational vessel operators to be familiar with basic navigation rules.
They also expressed concern for the safety implications of the continued proliferation of kayaks,
canoes, and SUPs. Outside of Chicago, operators, crewmembers, and other stakeholders generally
believed that waterways were sufficiently large or that their layouts were such that the interaction
of recreational vessels with commercial vessels could be safely managed.
NTSB investigators observed several examples of active safety management practices in
each port. In San Francisco, an accident involving a recreational vessel led to changes that
enhanced safety on the waterway. In fact, during their interviews, nearly all of the port’s
stakeholders referred to that case: in 2012, a kayaker maneuvering behind a passenger vessel was
pulled down by the vessel’s wash and fatally injured. In response, the San Francisco HSC worked
with marinas and rental facilities to educate vessel operators by developing and distributing
information packets that outlined basic navigation rules. Additionally, informational stickers about
basic marine safety were given to kayak rental facilities, which placed them on their kayaks. The
San Francisco HSC also collaborated with the Coast Guard to develop a video that was distributed
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to the general public. The video explained some of the challenges vessel operators may encounter
when operating in the San Francisco waterway.30
In Portland, the interaction between recreational and commercial vessels posed a safety
risk primarily during salmon fishing season, when fishermen unfamiliar with the boundaries of the
shipping channel unknowingly encroached on the channel. On the Columbia and Willamette
Rivers, ocean-going vessels and tows, which are constrained by their draft and must maneuver
inside the channels, run the risk of colliding with these fishing vessels. In response to the potential
conflict, the local HSC developed “Operation Make Way” about 15 years ago to inform local
fishermen of the need to avoid the shipping channel and other areas where commercial vessels
operate. Without exception, each Portland stakeholder whom NTSB investigators interviewed
referenced the program and its success in maintaining safety on the waterway. In addition, during
salmon season, one of the marine pilot associations in the area voluntarily bought commercial air
time on local radio stations to inform boaters of the hazards of encroaching on shipping lanes.
As an example of how local waterway stakeholders are effectively addressing the issue of
navigation rules knowledge, the Coast Guard representatives provided a waterway management
guide targeting recreational vessel operators published by the San Diego HSC. They noted that in
addition to this outreach effort, the HSC has proposed that sections of the waterway be set aside
for personal watercraft use only during certain times of the day.

Photo of the Chicago River, taken from a commercial
tour boat, with recreational vessels close by. (Photo
courtesy of Larry Dostal)

Chicago, in contrast to other
ports, has unique risks involving
interactions between recreational and
commercial vessels because of the
limited area in which vessels can
maneuver. Observation rides on the
Chicago River, a confined waterway that
measures no more than 300 feet at its
widest point, revealed many recreational
vessels operating near commercial vessels
during a busy summer weekend.
Commercial vessels had little room to
maneuver around recreational vessels,
and the number of vessels—including
rental and operator-owned motorized
boats, kayaks, commercial vessels, water
taxis, and tour boats—was particularly
high near the river junction with Lake
Michigan.

Responses to interview questions with the owner of the Chicago waterway tour and taxi
company and other commercial operators in Chicago were consistent. Although the growth in
commercial vessel traffic was deemed “moderate,” they believed that the growth of recreational
vessel traffic had been, as they termed it, “exponential.” Chicago commercial operators believed
30

The video, Sharing the Bay, can be viewed at www.sfmx.org/support/hsc/hscsharingthebay.php.
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that the increase in recreational vessels had caused considerable stress to commercial vessel
operators and that recreational vessel operators needed to be educated about the navigation rules
and basic vessel operations. Several also called for additional police presence on the river and
more enforcement of laws prohibiting boater intoxication.
The former commanding officer of the Coast Guard Marine Safety Unit in Chicago, who
in 2013 was also the unit’s liaison to the local HSC, told NTSB investigators that during his tenure
the Chicago HSC had addressed some of the shared waterway safety issues. The committee did
this by posting signs on the Chicago River to warn small recreational vessel operators of the
location and hazards of cooling tower outflows that could propel their vessels into the paths of
commercial vessels, among other actions. Commercial passenger vessel owners also posted signs
along the river, stating, “Slower Vessels, Do Not Impede Traffic, Stay to the Right,” which is
consistent with Inland Navigation Rule no. 9, the steering and sailing rule for narrow channels.
Additionally, guides for Chicago River recreational vessel tours, such as group kayak tours, carry
VHF radios, which allow them to contact other vessels directly, including commercial operators,
in case of emergencies or other issues.
On March 28, 2016, the Chicago HSC released and distributed CHSC Safety
Recommendations and Guide to Rules and Regulations.31 Among several recommendations, the
guide called for the following:


Monetary penalties of not more than $5,000 for a recreational vessel, or $25,000 for any
other vessel for “a person operating a vessel in a negligent manner or interfering with the
safe operation of a vessel,” consistent with Title 46 USC 2302 (a).



Travel restrictions for construction and special purpose vessels that forbid such vessels
from constricting the width of the river “by more than 50 percent of the available width of
the river or less than 100 feet accounting for bridge structures and dolphins.”



Travel restrictions for hourly rental craft that require them to “stay to the far right side of
the channel with the exception of high-traffic locations such as barge facilities, water taxi
and tour boat docks, hourly rental craft facilities or marinas.”



Alcohol ban for operators of nonmotorized/human-powered craft (HPC).



Identification of operators of powered hourly rental craft as the “designated driver” that
forbids them from consuming alcohol while on board and requires them to wear “an orange
wristband identifying them as such.”



Collaboration between hourly HPC rental operations and the Chicago Harbor Safety
Committee to develop standardized training for renters, operators, and staff.

31

See Appendix D for the full text of CHSC Safety Recommendations and Guide to Rules and Regulations.
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Demonstration of operational competency by persons renting craft on an hourly basis
“after receiving standardized training before being allowed to leave the immediate vicinity
of the respective access point.”



Display of a placard by HPC rental operations in a prominent location at rental facilities
“or written text should be included in rental waiver” informing the renter of monetary
penalties, stated in Title 46 USC, for operating the vessel in a negligent manner.32

Coast Guard headquarters representatives told NTSB investigators that the Coast Guard
focuses its efforts on working with each individual state. They also said that in areas where the
potential exists for moderate to high-risk interaction between commercial and recreational vessels,
risks are, for the most part, being successfully managed by the Coast Guard and local stakeholders.
They further believed that recreational boater education and skill development are key components
to enhancing boating safety.
Analysis

Kayaks pass commercial barge on Chicago
River. (Photo courtesy of Larry Dostal)

The interaction between recreational
vessels—including powerboats, kayaks, canoes,
and SUPs—and commercial vessels is a safety
concern in all of the MTS, with the level of risk
varying between waterways. The degree of risk
appears to be influenced largely by a lack of
awareness or understanding of the navigation
rules among a large portion of recreational boat
operators and by their lack of adequate boating
knowledge and skills, as many of the interviewees
pointed out to NTSB investigators. The risk
presented by this lack of education and training is
compounded when:

1. the waterway is confined by its overall size, channel width, or depth so that there is
insufficient room for vessel operators to maneuver around each other;
2. waterborne events are occurring (whether permitted or not), such as fireworks displays,
regattas, or other activities that attract waterborne spectators and increase traffic
density; and
3. stakeholders, through their local HSCs, are not effectively addressing safety concerns
in their purview.

The specific text of the placard, as recommended by the Chicago HSC, would read “46 USC §2302(a) A person
operating a vessel in a negligent manner or interfering with the safe operation of a vessel, so as to endanger the life,
limb or property of a person is liable to the United States Government for a civil penalty of not more than $5,000 in
the case of a recreational vessel, or $25,000 in the case of any other vessel.”
32
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All of these factors are present on the Chicago River, therefore posing the greatest risk for unsafe
interaction between commercial and recreational waterway users. The other waterways that NTSB
investigators visited, albeit a sample of the entire MTS system, presented a more moderate risk. For
example, San Diego and San Francisco waterways have relatively large areas and water depths to
enable recreational vessels to
maneuver safely around commercial
vessels. And in most cases, the large
commercial
vessels,
although
constrained by their draft, still had
sufficient area around the shipping
lanes to readily avoid collisions.
NTSB investigators, while riding on a
police vessel escorting a large cruise
ship that was departing San Diego,
observed that recreational vessels had
considerable maneuvering room to
avoid coming within close proximity
Cruise ship departing San Diego.
(Photo courtesy of Port of San Diego)
to the outbound ship.
In Portland, Oregon, on the Columbia and Willamette Rivers, the potential safety hazard
during the fishing season was mitigated through the locally led response. Shared interest in
maintaining safety and committed stakeholder involvement led to an integrated program of boater
education and rule enforcement that has largely addressed the safety threat.
In other ports that NTSB investigators visited, either the numbers of recreational vessels
and commercial vessels were at such insignificant levels that potential interactions between the
two did not pose a safety problem, or enough waterway was available to allow vessels room to
maneuver away from each other. In those parts of the waterway where the room was insufficient
(for example, near the ferry docks on San Francisco Bay), safety risks appeared to be mitigated by
boater education—again, the result of active participation by port stakeholders.
The contributions of recreational boat operator education, oversight, and active stakeholder
involvement to enhance waterway safety can be illustrated most notably by the changes that the
Chicago HSC implemented on the waterway. The HSC members, representing users with
competing interests yet with shared concerns for safety, developed guidance and suggested that
government agencies enforce rules that would address many of the concerns. The NTSB is
encouraged by the Chicago HSC’s actions and believes that it has made considerable progress by
developing and implementing them. The NTSB anticipates that ongoing efforts to enforce rules
and regulations will continue to enhance waterway safety.
The NTSB found that, despite often competing objectives, in almost all cases port
stakeholders work cooperatively to enhance waterway safety. Cooperation is needed because
shared waterway safety issues are a function of geography, vessel types, predominant weather, and
other local factors. Local stakeholders working cooperatively are in the best position to address
local issues through mutual respect and a shared commitment to safety. Because of changes in
waterway use over time, this engagement is most effective if done at regular intervals.
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Once strategies to mitigate risk have been developed, they need to be shared among the
stakeholders—both within and between the ports and waterways. The tour operator involved in
the August 2016 New York City accident was unaware of the practice that counterparts in Chicago
employed: the use of radios by kayak tour guides to communicate with commercial vessels. NTSB
believes using radios is a practice that can enhance safety, and practices such as these should be
shared among HSCs so that stakeholders can learn about them and implement them as appropriate.
The NTSB recognizes that the circumstances and issues impacting each port vary widely, and thus
a risk mitigation strategy implemented in one port may not be universally applicable. However, by
sharing strategies, HSCs gain exposure to successful practices in other ports that they can modify,
implement, or reject based on local conditions. The NTSB concludes that HSCs can substantively
improve safety between commercial and recreational vessels if risks are regularly identified,
practices are developed and implemented to mitigate these risks, and these practices are
shared with stakeholders and other HSCs. Therefore, the NTSB recommends that the Coast
Guard establish a process whereby, at regular intervals, all HSCs identify the safety risks
posed by the interaction of commercial and recreational vessels in their respective
geographic areas; where necessary, develop and implement practices to mitigate those risks;
and share successful practices among all HSCs.
Although the HSCs’ efforts will continue to support improvements in safety, further
measures are necessary to mitigate the dangers of a rising number of unknowledgeable or unskilled
recreational boaters operating in close proximity to commercial vessels. Given the proliferation of
relatively inexpensive and widely available kayaks, canoes, and SUPs; the growing number of
motorized and nonmotorized watercraft rental providers; and the increasing size of commercial
vessels (which may have limited maneuverability), the risk of accidents will only rise unless action
is taken to address gaps in boating safety knowledge and skills.
Despite previous Coast Guard efforts to obtain the legislative authority to require boater
education and the NTSB’s recommendation to the states to accomplish the same objective, over
70 percent of motorized vessel operators and most nonmotorized vessel operators are still not
required to demonstrate minimum boating safety knowledge. Many of the accidents and safety
risks that port stakeholders discussed with NTSB investigators involved lack of boater knowledge
and skills when operating near commercial vessels on shared waterways, underscoring the need
for a uniformly applied recreational boater education requirement. Based on observations of
operations at selected ports and the predominant feedback from port stakeholders, Coast Guard
representatives, and other authorities interviewed during this project, the NTSB concludes that all
recreational vessel operators need to attain a minimum level of boating safety education to
mitigate the various risks associated with the type of vessel being operated.
The states have made progress in instituting boater safety education requirements.
However, differences in state boating education curricula exist, and current requirements do not
ensure that all recreational vessel operators possess the minimum education and skills necessary
to operate safely. Therefore, a national approach is needed. The Coast Guard’s 2017–2021
National Recreational Boating Safety Program strategic plan states that one of its primary
objectives is to “increase boater knowledge and skills to meet federal regulatory requirements and
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work toward universal adoption by the states of national best practices and standards.”33 After
extensive involvement in recreational boating safety and enforcement, NASBLA has developed
and updated widely accepted standards that would meet this need.34 Given its role in national
marine safety and oversight, the Coast Guard is in the best position to seek and obtain nationwide
uniformity in boating education requirements and standards. Consequently, the NTSB concludes
that the Coast Guard should renew its efforts to seek legislative authority to require
recreational boaters on waters subject to the jurisdiction of the United States to obtain
education that meets the NASBLA or equivalent standards.35 Therefore, the NTSB
recommends that the Coast Guard seek statutory authority that requires all recreational boat
operators on waters subject to the jurisdiction of the United States to demonstrate
completion of an instructional course or an equivalent that meets the NASBLA standards.
Since the release of the NWSC and NASBLA’s A Guide to Multiple Use Waterway
Management in 2004, there have been many changes to waterways. For example, the perpetual
development of new MTS infrastructure, such as commercial port facilities and marinas, causes
continuous changes to local conditions. Furthermore, as noted above, the sizes, numbers, and types
of watercraft using the MTS have changed.
Although the Coast Guard determined in 2010 that it could no longer fund NASBLA
waterways management efforts, the NTSB believes these efforts promoted and enhanced
recreational boating safety. Specifically, A Guide to Multiple Use Waterway Management and
other NASBLA and NWSC waterways management activities targeted the increasing use of the
MTS by the recreational boating segment and provided strategy, policy, and best practices for state
and local authorities directly involved in the development of the laws and regulations applied to
enhance recreational boating safety.
A Guide to Multiple Use Waterway Management identified risks and provided mitigation
strategies for shared waterways. However, the waterways and user demands will continue to
change over time, and unless this guidance is updated regularly, the risks may shift and/or
mitigation strategies may become ineffective. The NTSB concludes that A Guide to Multiple Use
Waterway Management should be reviewed and updated at regular intervals. Therefore, the
NTSB recommends that NASBLA, the NWSC, and the Coast Guard review and update A Guide
to Multiple Use Waterway Management at regular intervals.

33
US Coast Guard, National Recreational Boating Safety (RBS) Program 2017–2021 Strategic Plan
(Washington, DC: US Department of Homeland Security, 2016), page 9.
34
The NASBLA National Boating Education Standards consist of three fundamental modules:
(a) ANSI/NASBLA 103-2016: Basic Boating Knowledge – Power, (b) NASBLA Paddlesports Education Standards
2009 (under revision), and (c) BSR/NASBLA 103.1 Supplement – Basic Boating Knowledge – Water-Jet Propelled
Boats (Draft). See Appendix C for the full text of these modules.
35
The MTS encompasses a majority of those waters subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, but a small
subset of the jurisdiction, such as large landlocked lakes that cross state borders, is not part of the MTS. Although this
investigation focused on the MTS, the NTSB believes that this recommendation should extend to all US jurisdictional
waters.
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Findings
1. Harbor safety committees can substantively improve safety between commercial and
recreational vessels if risks are regularly identified, practices are developed and
implemented to mitigate these risks, and these practices are shared with stakeholders
and other harbor safety committees.
2. All recreational vessel operators need to attain a minimum level of boating safety
education to mitigate the various risks associated with the type of vessel being operated.
3. The Coast Guard should renew its efforts to seek legislative authority to require
recreational boaters on waters subject to the jurisdiction of the United States to obtain
education that meets National Association of State Boating Law Administrators or
equivalent standards.
4. A Guide to Multiple Use Waterway Management should be reviewed and updated at
regular intervals.
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Recommendations
As a result of this report, the National Transportation Safety Board makes the following
safety recommendations:
To the US Coast Guard:
1. Establish a process whereby, at regular intervals, all harbor safety committees
identify the safety risks posed by the interaction of commercial and recreational
vessels in their respective geographic areas; where necessary, develop and
implement practices to mitigate those risks; and share successful practices
among all harbor safety committees. (M-17-1)
2. Seek statutory authority that requires all recreational boat operators on waters
subject to the jurisdiction of the United States to demonstrate completion of an
instructional course or an equivalent that meets the National Association of
State Boating Law Administrators standards. (M-17-2)
3. Work with the National Association of State Boating Law Administrators and
the National Water Safety Congress to review and update A Guide to Multiple
Use Waterway Management at regular intervals. (M-17-3)
To the National Association of State Boating Law Administrators:
4. Work with the National Water Safety Congress and the US Coast Guard to
review and update A Guide to Multiple Use Waterway Management at regular
intervals. (M-17-4)
To the National Water Safety Congress:
5. Work with the National Association of State Boating Law Administrators and
the US Coast Guard to review and update A Guide to Multiple Use Waterway
Management at regular intervals. (M-17-5)
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Shared Waterways Best Practices
During the development of this report, the NTSB learned of best practices in each port
that have applicability across the entire marine transportation system. These included:









Chicago kayak rental companies outfitted their group tour guides with radios to
allow them to communicate with commercial operators directly, as needed.
Chicago rental craft were also well-marked with information that allows other
vessels to identify the nature of the tour groups or the rental company names.
San Francisco HSC stakeholders developed informational stickers about basic
marine safety that were given to kayak rental facilities to affix to rental kayaks.
Portland HSC stakeholders developed “Operation Make Way” to inform local
fishermen of the need to avoid the shipping channel and areas in which
commercial vessels operate, and one of the marine pilot associations in the area
voluntarily bought commercial air time on local radio stations to inform boaters of
the hazards of encroaching on shipping lanes.
San Diego HSC stakeholders published a waterway management guide targeting
recreational vessel operators and proposed that sections of the bay be set aside
only for personal watercraft use during certain times of the day.
Nashville local officials posted signs on the Cumberland River at multiple access
points where kayak rental companies routinely launch. These signs warned
operators of the risk presented by commercial vessels. Additionally, commercial
operators sounded their vessels’ horns before navigating blind bends in the
downtown area to warn paddlers of their approach.
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Appendixes
Appendix A – US Paddlesports Participation Rates and Numbers
Figure 1: US Paddlesports Participation Rates
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Table 1: Numbers of Paddlesports Participants

Numbers of
Participants

2008
Not avail
9.9 Million
7.8 Million
4.7 Million

2014
2.8 Million
10.0 Million
13.0 Million
3.8 Million

17.8 Million
Overall
Growth:

21.7 Million

Stand Up Paddling
Canoeing
Kayaking
Rafting
Paddling (Any Type)

21.9%
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Appendix B – Recreational and Commercial Vessel Accident Data
Table 2: Accidents that met Federal Reporting Requirements and involved both Recreational and Commercial Vessels

Accidents that met Federal Reporting Requirements and involved
both Recreational and Commercial Vessels
Year
Accidents Vessels Deaths Injured Damages
Vessels
Involved
Lost
2011
66
151
2
37 $1,034,483
9
2012
56
135
4
26
$943,316
4
2013
76
169
7
29 $1,234,823
8
2014
51
113
8
26
$571,403
13
2015
76
185
6
29 $1,636,791
8
Total
325
753
27
147 $5,420,816
42
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Appendix C – National Association of State Boating Legislators’ Boating
Education Standards
C.1. ANSI/NASBLA 103-2016: Basic Boating Knowledge – Power
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C.2. NASBLA Paddlesports Education Standard 2009
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C.3. BSR/NASBLA 103.1-201X, Supplement – Basic Boating Knowledge – Water-Jet
Propelled Boats
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Appendix D – Chicago Harbor Safety Committee Safety Recommendations and
Guide to Rules and Regulations
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